BRIKA Tastemakers: Rana Florida

Rana Florida is the author of *Upgrade: Taking Your Work and Life from Ordinary to Extraordinary*. She also writes the Creative Spaces series for HGTV and the Huffington Post, where she highlights public and private spaces that epitomize creativity, innovation, design and new ways of thinking. Rana recently wrote and was featured in the business section of *The New York Times*. For almost a decade, Rana was an internationally syndicated advice columnist in major daily newspapers and a regular Fox News contributor for several years.

**FOLLOW:**

facebook | twitter | pinterest | instagram

*Rana’s Inspirations (roll over all of the pics!)*
BRIKA Makers Rana Loves

Rissa Sandman

"I love Rissa Sandman’s eco friendly ceramic coasters because using her knowledge or architecture, she takes ordinary things and makes them extraordinary."

Courtney Leapley

"I love Courtney Leapley for embracing writing as her creative outlet."
BRIKA Products Rana Loves

- Rose Gold Leather Wrap Bracelet - $20
- Cinco De Mayo Onesie - $18
- Party Boy Onesie - $18
- Fluorescent Magenta Dinner Napkins - $18

“Soft and beautiful, cool and edgy, rose gold goes with everything!”

“Everyone loves a Mexican fiesta, especially my nephews who like to don sombreros and mustaches.”

“Bring the party, baby!”

“Oh la, la!”